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Abstract— Consider transmission over a binary additive white
gaussian noise channel using a fixed low-density parity check
code. We consider the posterior measure over the code bits and
the corresponding correlation between two codebits, averaged
over the noise realizations. We show that for low enough noise
variance this average correlation decays exponentially fast with
the graph distance between the code bits. One consequence ofthis
result is that for low enough noise variance the GEXIT functions
(further averaged over a standard code ensemble) of the belief
propagation and optimal decoders are the same.

I. I NTRODUCTION

We consider transmission over a binary additive white
gaussian noise channel (BIAWGN) using low-density parity
check codes (LDPC) and the optimal MAP decoder. We are
interested in the behavior of the correlation between two code
bits as a function of their graph distance. In [1] we treated
this problem, for the regime of high noise, for a special code
ensemble containing a sufficiently large fraction of degree
one variable nodes. In the present contribution we attack the
problemin the low noise regime.

The behavior of correlations between relevant degrees of
freedom is of central interest in the analysis of Gibbs mea-
sures, and various approaches have been developed to tackle
such problems. The Gibbs measures associated with the opti-
mal decoder of LDPC codes confront us with new challenges
which invalidate the direct use of the standard methods. For
example it is easy to see that the standard Dobrushin type
methods [2] fail due to the presence of hard constraints. In
the high noise regime we were able to convert the problem
(at least in the special case of [1]) to a spin glass containing
a mixture of soft and hard constaints for which appropriate
cluster expansions can be applied. These expansions have been
applied to the simpler case of low density generator matrix
codes (LDGM) in [3] for the high noise regime, which boils
down to a high temperature spin glass.

The low noise regime which is our interest here is a truly
low temperature spin glass problem for which all the above
methods fail. The general idea of our strategy is to apply a
duality transformation to the LDPC Gibbs measure. It turns
out that the dual problem does not correspond to a well defined
communications problem, and in fact it does not even corre-
spond to a well defined Gibbs measure because the “weight”
takes positive as well as negative values. Nevertheless thedual
problem has the flavor of a high noise LDGM system (or high

temperature spin glass) and we are able to treat it through
cluster expansions. There exist a host of such expansions [4],
but we wish to stress that the simplest ones do not apply to the
present situation for at least two reasons. The first, is thatthere
exist arbitrarily large portions of the dual system which are in a
low noise (or low temperature) phase with positive probability
(this is related to the Griffith singularity phenomenon [6]). The
second, is that the weights of the dual problem are not positive
so that the method in [3] does not work. It turns out that a
cluster expansion originaly devised by Berretti [5] is verywell
suited to overcome all these problems.

Our analysis can also be carried through for a class of
other channels including the BSC and BEC, but we do
not give the details here. The case of the BEC is special
because under duality the Gibbs weight remains positive and
the communication problem using LDPC codes onBEC(ǫ)
transforms to a real communication problem using LDGM
codes on theBEC(1− ǫ) [7].

In the last section we sktech an application of our main
result to the MAP-GEXIT function (in other words the first
derivative of the input-output entropy with respect to the noise
parameter). We prove that in the low noise regime where
the average correlation decays (fast enough) the MAP-GEXIT
function can be exactly computed from the density evolution
analysis. These curves remain non-trivial all the way down to
zero noise as long as there are degree one variable nodes (e.g
Poisson LDPC codes). This proves that a non-trivial replica
solution is the exact expression for the input-output entropy
of a class of LDPC codes (containing a fraction of degree
one variable nodes) on the BIAWGN channel. Previously the
replica expression was only known to be a one-sided bound
[8], [9] for general ensembles and channels. The equality had
been obtained previously for some ensembles on the BEC
using duality [10] and the interpolation method [11].

II. D ECAY OF CORRELATIONS

Let xn be a binary codeword of lengthn from a fixed
LDPC code with bounded, but otherwise arbitrary variable
and check node degrees. In the sequel we calllmax,rmax the
maximal variable and check degrees. The noise variance of the
BIAWGN channel isǫ2 andyn denotes the received message.
Assuming without loss of generality that the channel input
is the all zero codeword, the output can be mapped onto the
half-log-likelihood ratioli = 1

2 ln
pY |X (yi|1)
pY |X (yi|0) wherepY |X(y|x)
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is the channel’s transition matrix. The channel outputs are
i.i.d with distributionpY |X(y|0) which induces a distribution
c(l) = 1√

2πǫ−2
e−(l−ǫ−2)2/2ǫ−2

. Mapping the codewordsxn

to spin configurationsσn with σi = (−1)xi , the posterior
measure becomes (for a uniform prior)

pXn|Y n(xn|yn) =
1

ZP

n∏

i=1

eliσi

m∏

c=1

1

2
(1 +

∏

i∈c

σi)

In this expression
∏

c is a product over all the parity check
constraints of the code and

∏
i∈c is a product over variable

nodes attached to the check nodec. The partition functionZP

is simply the normalizing factor

ZP =
∑

σn∈{−1,+1}n

n∏

i=1

eliσi

m∏

c=1

1

2
(1 +

∏

i∈c

σi)

The average of an arbitrary functionf(σn) with respect to the
above measure is denoted as〈f(σn)〉P where the subscriptP
refers to parity check (later we use various other brackets).
This is still a random quantity which depends on the channel
output realization. Further averages with respect to the noise
are denoted byEln [〈f(σ

n)〉P ]. Of course it does not make
sense to permute the expectationEln and the bracket〈−〉P
because of the normalizing factorZP in the denominator.

Our main result is on the average correlation between any
two codebits defined by

CP (i, j) = Eln [|〈σiσj〉P − 〈σi〉P 〈σj〉P |]

Theorem 1 (Decay of Correlations): Consider
transmission over a BIAWGN channel with noise varianceǫ2

using an arbitrary fixed LDPC code. Setk = (lmaxrmax)
1/2.

Let dist(i, j) denote the graph distance between the codebits
i, j. There exist strictly positive purely numerical constantsǫ0,
c1, c2 such that forǫ2 ≤ ǫ20k

−2(ln k)−1 and dist(i, j) > 4lmax

we have
CP (i, j) ≤ c1e

− c2
ǫ2k

dist(i,j) (1)

Remark: By graph distance we mean the smallest possible
number of edges on a path connectingi andj.

In fact we will derive (and use in section V) a slightly more
general estimate. Suppose that the bitsxi are transmitted at
different noise levelsǫi ≤ ǫ. Then

CP (i, j) ≤ c1e
−c( 1

ǫ2
i

+ 1

ǫ2
j

)
e−

c2
ǫ2k

dist(i,j) (2)

wherec > 0 is a strictly positive number. In particular if bits
xi or xj are perfectly received we recoverCP (i, j) = 0.

III. D UALITY FORMULAS

A general theory of duality for codes on graphs can be found
in [14] and references therein. Here we derive by elementary
means formulas that are useful to us. LetC be a binary parity
check code andC⊥ its dual. We apply the Poisson summation
formula ∑

σn∈C
f(σn) =

1

|C⊥|

∑

τn∈C⊥

f̂(τn)

where the Fourier (or Hadamard) transform is,

f̂(τn) =
∑

σn∈{−1,+1}n

f(σn)ei
π
4

P

n
j=1(1−τj)(1−σj)

to the partition functionZP of an LDPC codeC. The dual
codeC⊥ is an LDGM with codewords given byτn where

τi =
∏

c∈i

uc (3)

and uc are them information bits (i and c will always
refer to the variable and check nodes of the original LDPC
Tanner graph andc ∈ i means thatc is connected toi). A
straigthforward application of the Poisson formula then yields
an extended form of the MacWilliams identity,

ZP =
1

|C⊥|
e

P

n
j=1 ljZG (4)

where

ZG =
∑

um∈{−1,+1}m

n∏

i=1

(1 + e−2li
∏

c∈i

uc)

This expression formaly looks like the partition function of
an LDGM code (hence the subscript G) with “channel log-
likelihoods” gi such thattanh gi = e−2li . This is truly the
case for the BEC(ǫ) whereli = 0,+∞ and hencegi = +∞, 0
which still correspond to a BEC(1 − ǫ). The logarithm of
partition functions is related to the input-output entropyand
one recovers (taking theǫ derivative) the well known duality
relation between EXIT functions of a code and its dual on
the BEC [7]. For other channels however this is at best a
formal (but useful) analogy since the weights can be negative
or equivalently thegi can assume complex values.

We will need a duality formula for the correlations them-
selves. We introduce a bracket〈−〉G which is not a true
probabilistic expectation (but it is linear)

〈f(um)〉G =
1

ZG

∑

um∈{−1,+1}m

f(um)

n∏

i=1

(1 + e−2li
∏

c∈i

uc)

The denominator may vanish, but it can be shown that when
this happens the numerator also does so, and in a way that
ensures the finiteness of the ratio (this will become quite clear
in all our subsequent calculations). Taking logarithm of (4)
and then the derivative with respect toli we find

〈σi〉P =
1

tanh 2li
−

〈τi〉G
sinh 2li

(5)

and differentiating once more with respect tolj, j 6= i

〈σiσj〉P − 〈σi〉P 〈σj〉P =
〈τiτj〉G − 〈τi〉G〈τj〉G

sinh 2li sinh 2lj
(6)

We stress that in (5), (6),τi and τj are given by products of
information bits (3). The left hand side of (5) is obviously
bounded. It is less obvious to see this directly on the right
hand side and here we just note that the pole atli = 0 is
harmless since, forli = 0, the bracket has all its “weight“ on
configurations withτi = 1. Similar remarks apply to (6). In



any case, we will beat the poles by using the following trick.
For any0 < s < 1 and |x| ≤ 1 we have|x| ≤ |x|s, thus

CP (i, j) ≤ 21−s
Eln [|〈σiσj〉P − 〈σi〉P 〈σj〉P |

s]

and using (6) and Cauchy-Schwarz

CP (i, j) ≤ 21−s
E[(sinh 2l)−2s] (7)

× Eln [|〈τiτj〉G − 〈τi〉G〈τj〉G|
2s]1/2

The following bound

E[(sinh 2l)−2s] ≤
c

|1− 2s|
e−c′

s(1−2s)

ǫ2 (8)

on the prefactor turns out to be important in our analysis. Here
0 < s < 1

2 andc > 0, c′ > 0 are purely numerical constants.

IV. PROOF OFMAIN THEOREM

From inequalities (7), (8) of the previous section we see
that it suffices to prove that

CG(i, j; s) = Eln [|〈τiτj〉G − 〈τi〉G〈τj〉G|
2s]

decays. As explained in the introduction, the main tool used
here is a cluster expansion of Berretti [5] (that has the ad-
vantage of dealing simultaneously with the Griffith singularity
phenomenon and at the same time does not use the positivity
of the weights). Here we can only explain the resulting
expansion, adapted to our setting, without giving the full
derivation (a good starting point is [6]). We have

〈τiτj〉G − 〈τi〉G〈τj〉G =
1

2

∑

X̂

Ki,j(X̂)
(ZG(X̂

c)

ZG

)2

where

Ki,j(X̂) ,
∑

u(1)
c ,u(2)

c

c∈X̂

∑

Γ compatible
withX̂

(τ
(1)
i − τ

(2)
i )(τ

(1)
j − τ

(2)
j )

∏

k∈Γ

Ek

and

Ek = τ
(1)
k e−2lk + τ

(2)
k e−2lk + τ

(1)
k τ

(2)
k e−4lk (9)

Here u
(1)
c and u

(2)
c are two independent copies of the in-

formation bits (these are also known as real replicas) and
τ
(α)
k =

∏
c∈k u

(α)
k . To explain what areX̂ and Γ we keep

referring to checks and variables in the original LDPC Tanner
graph language: checks are indexed byc and variables byi.
Given a subsetS of variable or ckeck nodes of the Tanner
graph let∂S be the subset of neighboring nodes. The sum
over X̂ is carried over clusters of check nodes such that: (i)
X̂ is ”connected via hyperedges” (this means thatX̂ = ∂X for
some connected subsetX of variable nodes;X is connected
if any pair of variable nodes can be joined by a path all of
whose variable nodes lie inX) and (ii) X̂ contains both the
∂i and∂j. Γ is a set of variable nodes (all distinct). We say
that Γ is compatible withX̂ if: (i) ∂Γ ∪ ∂i ∪ ∂j = X̂ , (ii)

∂Γ∩∂i 6= φ and∂Γ∩∂j 6= φ, (iii) there is a walk connecting
∂i and∂j such that all its variable nodes are inΓ. Finaly,

ZG(X̂
c) =

∑

uc

c∈X̂c

∏

all i s.t.
∂i∩X̂=φ

(1 + e−2li
∏

c∈i

uc)

Using |
∑

i ai|
2s ≤

∑
i |ai|

2s for 0 < 2s < 1 and then
Cauchy-Schwarz, we find

CG(i, j; s) ≤
1

2

∑

X̂

T1(X̂)T2(X̂)

where
T1(X̂)2 = Eln

[
|Ki,j(X̂)|4s

]
(10)

and

T2(X̂)2 = Eln
[(ZG(X̂

c)

ZG

)8s]
(11)

Bound on T1(X̂). Trivially bounding the spins in (9) by1
we deduce (in the first inequality we need4s < 1 and in the
second8s < 1)

T1(X̂)2 ≤ 4|X̂|
∑

Γ compatible
withX̂

(24sEln [e
−8sl] + Eln [e

−16sl])|Γ|

≤ 4|X̂|
∑

Γ compatible
withX̂

2(4s+1)|Γ|e−
8s(1−8s)

ǫ2
|Γ|

Now let us sets = 1
16 and takeǫ2 ≤ (10 ln 2)−1 for simplicity.

The bound becomes

T1(X̂)2 ≤ 4|X̂|
∑

Γ compatible
withX̂

e−
1

8ǫ2
|Γ|

If Γ is compatible withX̂ we necessarily have|∂Γ| ≥ |X̂ | −
|∂i| − |∂j| an since|∂Γ| ≤ |Γ|lmax, we get |Γ| ≥ (|X̂| −
2lmax)/lmax. Also, the maximum number of variable nodes
which have an intersection witĥX is |X̂|rmax. Thus there are
at most2|X̂|rmax possible choices forΓ. These remarks imply

T1(X̂)2 ≤ 2(2+rmax)|X̂|e−
1

8ǫ2
(|X̂|−2lmax)/lmax

Bound on T2(X̂). The ratio (11) is not easily estimated directly
because the weights inZG are not positive. However we can
use the duality transformation (4) to get a new ratio of partition
functions with positive weights,

ZG(X̂
c)

ZG
=

(
exp

∑

all i s.t
∂i∩X̂ 6=φ

li

)
|C⊥(X̂c)|

|C⊥|

ZP (X̂
c)

ZP

with

ZP (X̂
c) =

∑

σi

∂i∩X̂=φ

∏

all i s.t
∂i∩X̂=φ

eliσi

∏

c∈X̂c

1

2
(1 +

∏

i∈c and
∂i∩X̂=φ

σi)

which is the partition function corresponding to the subgraph
(of the full Tanner graph) induced by checks of̂Xc and
variable nodesi s.t∂i∩ X̂ = φ. MoreoverC⊥(X̂c) is the dual



of the later codeC(X̂c) defined on the subgraph. By standard
properties of the rank of a matrix, the rank of the parity check
matrix ofC(X̂c), which is obtained by removing rows (checks)
and columns (variables) from the parity check matrix ofC, is
smaller than the rank of the parity check matrix ofC. Thus
|C(X̂c)| ≥ |C| and |C⊥(X̂c)| ≤ |C⊥|. Moreover

(
exp

∑

all i s.t
∂i∩X̂ 6=φ

li

)
ZP (X̂

c) ≤ ZP

To see this one must recognize that the left hand side is the
sum of terms ofZP corresponding toσn such thatσi = +1
for ∂i∩ X̂ 6= φ (and all terms are≥ 0). These remarks imply
for (11)

T2(X̂)2 ≤ 1

Now we can conclude the proof of theorem 1. From
the bounds on (10) and (11) we get forǫ2 < (lmax(2 +
rmax)16 ln 2)

−1

CG(i, j; s =
1

16
) ≤

∑

X̂

e
− 1

32lmaxǫ2
(|X̂|−2lmax)

The clustersX̂ connect ∂i and ∂j and thus have sizes
|X̂| ≥ 1

2dist(i, j). Moreover the number of clusters of a given
size grows at most like(lmaxrmax)

|X̂|. Working out the final
bounds, and putting them in a symmetrical form, the net result
is that for dist(i, j) > 4lmax we can find a purely numerical
constantǫ0 such that forǫ2 < ǫ20k

−2(ln k)−1

CG(i, j; s =
1

16
) ≤ c1e

− c2
ǫ2k

dist(i,j)

where k = (lmaxrmax)
1
2 and c1 and c2 a strictly positive

numbers. Using this bound with (7) and (8) concludes the
proof of (1) and (2).

V. EXACTNESS OFDENSITY EVOLUTION

In this section we illustrate an application of the theorem
to the GEXIT function of standard irregular LDPC ensembles
with degrees bounded bylmax,rmax. Let hn = 1

nH(Xn|Y n)
be the input-output entropy. The MAP-GEXIT function is in
general defined as

d

d(ǫ−2)
ELDPC[hn]

Theorem 2 (Exactness of Density Evolution): One can find
a strictly positive numberǫ1 (in general smaller than theǫ0 of
theorem 1) such that forǫ2 ≤ ǫ21k

−2(ln k)−1

lim
n→∞

d

dǫ−2
ELDPC[hn] =

1

2
( lim
d→∞

ELDPC,l[tanh(l +∆(d))]− 1)

where ∆(d) is the soft bit-estimate given by the density
evolution analysis of the BP decoder.

The proof of this theorem rests on the simple formula [12],
[13] valid for the BIAWGN channel

d

d(ǫ−2)
EC [hn] =

1

2
(ELDPC,ln [〈σo〉P ]− 1) (12)

where the variable nodeo is selected uniformly at random
(the result is independent of the node due to symmetry). In
this formulaEln [〈σo〉] is the MAP soft-bit estimate.

In fact one can verify that the density evolution analysis
is equivalent to performing statistical mechanical sums ona
tree whose leaves are the spins (variable nodes) with free
boundary conditions (channel outputs as initial conditions).
More precisely if we callNd(o) the neighborhood of depthd
of o for d even (that is all the nodes of the Tanner graph that
are at a distance≤ d from o) and consider the LDPC Gibbs
measure〈−〉Nd(o) restricted to the subgraphNd(o), we can
verify by explicit calculation that

ELDPC,l[tanh(l+∆(d))] = ELDPC,ln [〈σo〉Nd(o)|Nd(o) is a tree]

Now for d fixed, Nd(o) is a tree with probability1 −O(γ
d

n )
whereγ depends only on the maximum node degrees, so

ELDPC,ln [〈σo〉Nd(o)] = ELDPC,l[tanh(l+∆(d))]+O(
γd

n
) (13)

Thus in view of (12) the theorem will follow if we can show
that

Eln [〈σo〉P ] = Eln [〈σo〉Nd(o)] +O(e−ξ d

ǫ2 ) (14)

with ξ > 0 andO(e−ξ d

ǫ2 ) uniform in n and depending only
on lmax,rmax. Indeed, if (14) holds, combining with (13) we
get

ELDPC,ln [〈σo〉P ] =ELDPC,l[tanh(l +∆(d))] +O(
γd

n
)

+O(e−ξ d

ǫ2 )

and the theorem follows by taking first the limitn → +∞
and thend → +∞.

Formula (14) follows directly from the next two lemmas.
Let Cd(o) denote the circle of variable nodes at distance= d
from o. Call 〈−〉+Nd(o)

the LDPC Gibbs measure associated
to the graphNd(o) with σj = +1 ”boundary condition” for
j ∈ Cd(o). First we will show

Lemma 1 (Cutting a piece of the Tanner graph): For ǫ2 ≤
ǫ21k

−2(ln k)−1

Eln [〈σo〉P ] = Eln [〈σo〉
+
Nd(o)

] +O(e−ξ d

ǫ2 )

where ξ > 0 and O(e−ξ d

ǫ2 ) depend only onlmax,rmax. In
particular they are independent ofn.

The second step is to show that forǫ small enough the
soft estimate of the bit ato is independent from boundary
conditions.

Lemma 2 (Independence from Boundary Conditions):
Under the same conditions than in lemma 1

Eln [〈σo〉Nd(o)] = Eln [〈σo〉
+
Nd(o)

] +O(e−ξ d

ǫ2 )

Proof of Lemma 1. We first introduce new interpolating
Gibbs measures. Label the variable nodes inCd(o) in some
arbitrary orderCd(o) = {1, 2, ..., N} and assume these bits



are transmitted through a BIAWGN channel with noise vector
νN = (ν1, ..., νN ) with 0 ≤ νk ≤ ǫ (here ν2k is the noise
variance). Set̂νj = (0, ..., 0, νj, ǫ, ..., ǫ) for j = 1, ..., N .
The interpolating Gibbs measures〈−〉bνj

P are defined on the
full Tanner graph with noise vectorŝνj for bits in Cd(0)
and noiseǫ for all other bits. A crucial remark is that for
νN = (0, ..., 0) = 0

Eln [〈σo〉
νN=0
P ] = Eln [〈σo〉

+
Nd(o)

] (15)

Proceeding similarly to [3] we apply iteratively the fundamen-
tal theorem of calculus,

Eln [〈σo〉P ] = Eln [〈σo〉
νN=0
P ] +

N∑

j=1

∫ ǫ

0

dνj
d

dνj
Eln [〈σo〉

bνj

P ]

For the BIAWGN channel we have the remarkable formula
[13]

d

d(ν−2
j )

Eln [〈σo〉
bνj

P ] = Eln
[
(〈σoσj〉

bνj

P − 〈σo〉
bνj

P 〈σj〉
bνj

P )2
]

Then using (15) we obtainthe sum rule

Eln [〈σo〉P ] = Eln [〈σo〉
+
Nd(o)

]

− 2
N∑

j=1

∫ ǫ

0

dνj
ν3j

ELDPC,ln
[
(〈σoσj〉

bνj

P − 〈σo〉
bνj

P 〈σj〉
bνj

P )2
]

Now we apply the generalized form of theorem 1, namely eq
(2) (with possibly different numerical constants)

Eln [〈σoσj〉
bνj

P − 〈σo〉
bνj

P 〈σj〉
bνj

P ] ≤ c1e
− c

ν2
j e−

c2
ǫ2k

d

Note that the prefactore
− c

ν2
j is important in order to get

convergent integrals in the sum rule. For the number of
boundary terms we haveN ≤ kd which leads to the result
of the lemma forǫ2 ≤ ǫ21k

−2(ln k)−1.

Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1
with 〈−〉P replaced by〈−〉Nd(o).

VI. D ISCUSSION

Consider code ensembles such that the MAP-GEXIT curve
has only one discontinuity atǫMAP and vanishes forǫ < ǫMAP.
Because of the perturbative nature of the cluster expansion
our estimates for theorem 1 only work much belowǫMAP.
What is the exact range of validity for the decay of the
theorem is an open question. Let nowǫBP be the Belief
Propagation threshold. We know that theorem 2 cannot be
valid for ǫBP < ǫ < ǫMAP since in this range the BP and MAP
estimates differ. In view of the sum rule in the proof of Lemma
1 this means that for this range the decay of correlations (even
if exponential) cannot overcome the exponential growth of
the number of nodes inCd(o). An interesting question is to
determine if the smallestǫ∗ for which this happens has a clear
algorithmic significance and if it is in any way related toǫBP .

Consider now the case of cycle codes, or of codes with
sufficient fraction of degree two variable nodes (and no nodes
of degree one), such that the GEXIT function is equal to zero

for ǫ ≤ ǫMAP, is non zero forǫ ≥ ǫMAP while it remains
continuous atǫMAP (the curve may have a discontinuity at
higher noise valueǫc). Although in this case the statement of
theorem 2 may be valid for some range ofǫ aboveǫMAP, our
proof only works only belowǫMAP. This can be explicitly seen
from Lemma 2 and the factEln [〈σo〉

+
Nd(o)

|Nd(o) is a tree] = 1
which imply that our proof only works in a range were the
GEXIT function vanihes. Our analysis is not powerful enough
to capture any interesting behavior for the GEXIT function for
ǫMAP << ǫ < ǫc.

Finally, consider the case of ensembles with some fraction
of degree one nodes and a GEXIT function thatdoes not
vanish all the way down toǫ → 0 (with possibly a disconti-
nuity at someǫc). An example is given by LDPC ensembles
with Poisson degree distribution for variable nodes. Note that
hereEln [〈σo〉

+
Nd(o)

|Nd(o) is a tree] 6= 1 because the tree still
contains leaves (at distance< d from o) with free boundary
conditions. In this case theorem 2 really captures a non trivial
behavior of he GEXIT curve for smallǫ. It extends to other
channels previous results [10], [11] that had been obtained
only for the BEC. This also proves that the replica solution is
indeed correct for channels other than the BEC.
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